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Abstract. Model checking is an automatic verification technique for
finite state concurrent systems such as sequential circuit designs and
communication protocols. Specifications are expressed in propositional
temporal logic. An exhaustive search of the global state transition graph
or system model is used to determine if the specification is true or not.
If the specification is not satisfied, a counterexample execution trace
is generated if possible. By encoding the model using Binary Decision
Diagrams (BDDs) it is possible to search extremely large state spaces
with as many as 10120 reachable states. In this paper we describe the
theory underlying this technique and outline its historical development.
We demonstrate the power of model checking to find subtle errors by
verifying the Space Shuttle Three-Engines-Out Contingency Guidance
Protocol.

1

Introduction

Logical errors found late in the design phase are an extremely important problem
for both circuit designers and programmers. During the past few years, researchers at Carnegie Mellon University have developed an alternative approach to
verification called temporal logic model checking [10,11]. In this approach specifications are expressed in a propositional temporal logic, and circuit designs
and protocols are modeled as state-transition systems. An efficient search procedure is used to determine automatically if the specifications are satisfied by the
transition systems.
Model checking has several important advantages over mechanical theorem
provers or proof checkers for verification of circuits and protocols. The most
important is that the procedure is completely automatic. Typically, the user
provides a high level representation of the model and the specification to be
checked. The model checking algorithm will either terminate with the answer
true, indicating that the model satisfies the specification, or give a counterexample execution that shows why the formula is not satisfied. The counterexamples
?
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are particularly important in finding subtle errors in complex transition systems.
The procedure is also quite fast, and usually produces an answer in a matter of
minutes or even seconds. Partial specifications can be checked, so it is unnecessary to specify the circuit completely before useful information can be obtained
regarding its correctness. Finally, the logic used for specifications can directly
express many of the properties that are needed for reasoning about concurrent
systems.
The main disadvantage of this technique is the state explosion which can
occur if the system being verified has many components that can make transitions in parallel. Recently, however, the size of the transition systems that
can be verified by model checking techniques has increased dramatically. The
initial breakthrough was made in the fall of 1987 by McMillan, who was then
a graduate student at Carnegie Mellon. He realized that using an explicit representation for transition relations severely limited the size of the circuits and
protocols that could be verified. He argued that larger systems could be handled
if transition relations were represented implicitly with ordered binary decision
diagrams (OBDDs) [6]. By using the original model checking algorithm with the
new representation for transition relations, he was able to verify some examples
that had more than 1020 states [9,21]. He made this observation independently
of the work by Coudert, et. al. [12] and Pixley [23,24,25] on using OBDDs to
check equivalence of deterministic finite-state machines. Since then, various refinements of the OBDD-based techniques by other researchers at Carnegie Mellon
have pushed the state count up to more than 10120 [7].

2

Temporal Logic Model Checking

Pnueli [26] was the first to use temporal logic for reasoning about the concurrent programs. His approach involved proving properties of the program under
consideration from a set of axioms that described the behavior of the individual
statements in the program. The introduction of temporal logic model checking
algorithms in the early 1980’s allowed this type of reasoning to be automated.
Since checking that a single model satisfies a formula is much easier than proving
the validity of a formula for all models, it was possible to implement this technique very efficiently. The first algorithm was developed by Clarke and Emerson
in [10]. Their algorithm was polynomial in both the size of the model determined by the program under consideration and in the length of its specification in
Computational Tree Logic (CTL). They also showed how fairness could be handled without changing the complexity of the algorithm. This was an important
step since the correctness of many concurrent programs depends on some type
of fairness assumption; for example, absence of starvation in a mutual exclusion algorithm may depend on the assumption that each process makes progress
infinitely often.
At roughly the same time Quielle and Sifakis [27] gave a model checking
algorithm for a similar branching-time logic, but they did not analyze its complexity or show how to handle an interesting notion of fairness. Later Clarke,
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Emerson, and Sistla [11] devised an improved algorithm that was linear in the
product of the length of the formula and in the size of the global state graph.
Sistla and Clarke [28] also analyzed the model checking problem for a variety of
other temporal logics and showed, in particular, that for linear temporal logic
the problem was PSPACE complete.
A number of papers demonstrated how the temporal logic model checking
procedure could be used for verifying network protocols and sequential circuits
([2], [3], [4], [5], [11], [15], [22]). Early model checking systems were able to check
state-transition graphs with between 104 and 105 states at a rate of about 100
states per second. In spite of these limitations, model checking systems were
used successfully to find previously unknown errors in several published circuit
designs.
Alternative techniques for verifying concurrent systems were proposed by a
number of other researchers. The approach developed by Kurshan [17,18] was
based on checking inclusion between two automata. The first machine represented the system that was being verified; the second represented its specification.
Automata on infinite tapes (ω-automata) were used in order to handle fairness.
Pnueli and Lichtenstein [20] reanalyzed the complexity of checking linear-time
formulas and discovered that although the complexity appears exponential in
the length of the formula, it is linear in the size of the global state graph. Based
on this observation, they argued that the high complexity of linear-time model
checking might still be acceptable for short formulas. Emerson and Lei [16] extended their result to show that formulas of the logic CTL*, which combines
both branching-time and linear-time operators, could be checked with essentially the same complexity as formulas of linear temporal logic. Vardi and Wolper
[29] showed how the model checking problem could be formulated in terms of
automata, thus relating the model checking approach to the work of Kurshan.

3

New Implementations

In the original implementation of the model checking algorithm, transition relations were represented explicitly by adjacency lists. For concurrent systems with
small numbers of processes, the number of states was usually fairly small, and
the approach was often quite practical. Recent implementations [9,21] use the
same basic algorithm; however, transition relations are represented implicitly by
ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDDs) [6]. OBDDs provide a canonical form
for boolean formulas that is often substantially more compact than conjunctive
or disjunctive normal form, and very efficient algorithms have been developed for
manipulating them. Because this representation captures some of the regularity
in the state space determined by circuits and protocols, it is possible to verify
systems with an extremely large number of states—many orders of magnitude
larger than could be handled by the original algorithm.
The implicit representation is quite natural for modeling sequential circuits
and protocols. Each state is encoded by an assignment of boolean values to the
set of state variables associated with the circuit or protocol. The transition re-
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lation can, therefore, be expressed as a boolean formula in terms of two sets of
variables, one set encoding the old state and the other encoding the new. This
formula is then represented by a binary decision diagram. The model checking
algorithm is based on computing fixed points of predicate transformers that
are obtained from the transition relation. The fixed points are sets of states
that represent various temporal properties of the concurrent system. In the new
implementations, both the predicate transformers and the fixed points are represented with OBDDs. Thus, it is possible to avoid explicitly constructing the
state graph of the concurrent system.
The model checking system that McMillan developed as part of his Ph.D.
thesis is called SMV [21]. It is based on a language for describing hierarchical
finite-state concurrent systems. Programs in the language can be annotated by
specifications expressed in temporal logic. The model checker extracts a transition system from a program in the SMV language and uses an OBDD-based
search algorithm to determine whether the system satisfies its specifications. If
the transition system does not satisfy some specification, the verifier will produce
an execution trace that shows why the specification is false. The SMV system
has been distributed widely, and a large number of examples have now been
verified with it. These examples provide convincing evidence that SMV can be
used to debug real industrial designs.

4

Related Verification Techniques

A number of other researchers have independently discovered that OBDDs can
be used to represent large state-transition systems. Coudert, Berthet, and
Madre [12] have developed an algorithm for showing equivalence between two
deterministic finite-state automata by performing a breadth first search of the
state space of the product automata. They use OBDDs to represent the transition functions of the two automata in their algorithm. Similar algorithms have
been developed by Pixley [23,24,25]. In addition, several groups including Bose
and Fisher [1], Pixley [23], and Coudert, et. al. [13] have experimented with
model checking algorithms that use OBDDs. Although the results of McMillan’s experiments [8,9] were not published until the summer of 1990, his work is
referenced by Bose and Fisher in their 1989 paper [1].

5

Example: Space Shuttle Digital Autopilot

We illustrate the power of model checking to find subtle errors by considering
a protocol used by the Space Shuttle. We discuss the verification of the ThreeEngines-Out Contingency Guidance Requirements using the SMV model checker.
The example describes what should be done in a situation where all of the three
main engines of the Space Shuttle fail during the ascent. The main task of the
Space Shuttle Digital Autopilot is to separate the shuttle from the external tank.
This task has many different input parameters, and it is important to make sure
that all possible cases and input values are taken into account.
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The Digital Autopilot chooses one of the six contingency regions depending
on the current flight conditions. Each region uses different maneuvers for separating from the external tank. This involves computing a guidance quaternion.
Usually, the region is chosen once at the beginning of the contingency and is
maintained until separation occurs. However, under certain conditions a change
of region is allowed. In this case, it is necessary to recompute the quaternion and
certain other output values. Using SMV we were able to find a counterexample in the program for this task. We discovered that when a transition between
regions occurs, the autopilot system may fail to recompute the quaternion and
cause the wrong maneuver to be made. The guidance program consists of about
1200 lines of SMV code. The number of reachable states is 2 · 1014 , and it takes
60 seconds to verify 40 CTL formulas.
Specifically, the error occurs when a change is made from region 2 to region
1. Region 2 is selected initially if the Shuttle is descending and the dynamic
pressure is not safe for attitude independent separation. In this region it is necessary to consider the position of the craft relative to its velocity vector, and the
quaternion computed in this region is supposed to minimize the angle of attack
and the side slip. However, if the side slip is too big and the dynamic pressure
builds up too quickly, meaning that we do not have enough time to perform the
maneuver, then the program performs the transition to region 1 — an attitude
independent emergency separation.
In this mode, in contrast to region 2, the current values of the angle of attack
and the side slip must be frozen, and the tank will separate as soon as the angle
rates become relatively small. A special flag called Freeze_flag is set to indicate
this maneuver. However, the quaternion from region 2 is not recomputed and
causes the space shuttle to rotate. This violates the condition that the angle
of attack and sideslip should be frozen. Since the part of the specifications we
possessed does not indicate whether the Freeze_flag has a precedence over the
quaternion or not, this situation may lead to an incorrect behavior of the Space
Shuttle in a critical situation.
The same example was also verified by Judith Crow at SRI [14] using an
explicit state model checker called Murφ. She had to abstract away many variables to avoid the state explosion problem, and her model was not as complete as
ours. She found a similar error in the transition from region 2 to region 1, but
for a different variable, which turned out to be correct in our model. Instead,
the error shows up in the quaternion, which she didn’t consider.
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